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ABSTRACT

Context. A large fraction of cool-core clusters are known to host diffuse, steep-spectrum radio sources, called radio mini-halos, in
their cores. Mini-halos reveal the presence of relativistic particles on scales of hundreds of kiloparsecs, beyond the scales directly
influenced by the central active galactic nucleus (AGN), but the nature of the mechanism that produces such a population of radio-
emitting, relativistic electrons is still debated. It is also unclear to what extent the AGN plays a role in the formation of mini-halos by
providing the seeds of the relativistic population.
Aims. In this work we explore the connection between thermal and non-thermal components of the intra-cluster medium in a sample
of radio mini-halos and we study the implications within the framework of a hadronic model for the origin of the emitting electrons.
Methods. For the first time, we studied the thermal and non-thermal connection by carrying out a point-to-point comparison of the
radio and the X-ray surface brightness in a sample of radio mini-halos. We extended the method generally applied to giant radio halos
by considering the effects of a grid randomly generated through a Monte Carlo chain. Then we used the radio and X-ray correlation
to constrain the physical parameters of a hadronic model and we compared the model predictions with current observations.
Results. Contrary to what is generally reported in the literature for giant radio halos, we find that the mini-halos in our sample have
super-linear scaling between radio and X-rays, which suggests a peaked distribution of relativistic electrons and magnetic field. We
explore the consequences of our findings on models of mini-halos. We use the four mini-halos in the sample that have a roundish
brightness distribution to constrain model parameters in the case of a hadronic origin of the mini-halos. Specifically, we focus on a
model where cosmic rays are injected by the central AGN and they generate secondaries in the intra-cluster medium, and we assume
that the role of turbulent re-acceleration is negligible. This simple model allows us to constrain the AGN cosmic ray luminosity in
the range ∼1044−46 erg s−1 and the central magnetic field in the range 10–40 µG. The resulting γ-ray fluxes calculated assuming these
model parameters do not violate the upper limits on γ-ray diffuse emission set by the Fermi-LAT telescope. Further studies are now
required to explore the consistency of these large magnetic fields with Faraday rotation studies and to study the interplay between the
secondary electrons and the intra-cluster medium turbulence.

Key words. galaxies: clusters: intracluster medium – radiation mechanisms: non-thermal – radiation mechanisms: thermal –
methods: observational – X-rays: galaxies: clusters

1. Introduction

Cluster scale radio emission probes magnetic field and rela-
tivistic particles in the intra-cluster medium (ICM) on hundred-
kiloparsec to megaparsec scales, thus posing fundamental ques-
tions on the micro-physics of the ICM (e.g., Brunetti & Jones
2014, for review). In particular, in the past decades radio obser-
vations have revealed the presence of diffuse radio emission
with a steep spectrum (α > 1 with synchrotron flux at the
frequency ν S ∝ ν−α) at the center of massive, relaxed clus-
ters, the so-called radio mini-halos (MHs). The radio emission,
whose emissivity is generally higher than that of giant radio
halos (e.g., Cassano et al. 2008; Murgia et al. 2009), has been
observed surrounding the central radio galaxy and extending
up to 300 kpc (e.g., van Weeren et al. 2019, and the references
therein). The radio emission is often confined within the cool
cores of the clusters, thus suggesting a connection between the
non-thermal ICM components and the thermal plasma (e.g.,
Mazzotta & Giacintucci 2008; Giacintucci et al. 2014a). This
intrinsic connection is supported by the correlations observed

between global radio and X-ray luminosities (Bravi et al. 2016;
Gitti et al. 2015, 2018; Giacintucci et al. 2019). At the present
time, we know 23 MHs, observed in almost all the massive cool-
core clusters (the incidence is ∼80% for M500 > 6 · 1014 M�,
Giacintucci et al. 2017), but current and future facilities, like
the Low-Frequency Array (LOFAR) and the Square Kilometre
Array (SKA), may have the potential to discover up to 104 new
MHs (Gitti et al. 2018).

The origin of radio-emitting, cosmic-ray electrons (CRe)
in the MH volume is still debated. Two possible scenarios
have been proposed. One is the leptonic scenario, where the
CRe, possibly injected by the active galactic nucleus (AGN)
of the central radio galaxy, are re-accelerated by ICM turbu-
lence. In this scenario the turbulence in the cool cores may
be injected by the cooling flow of the ICM onto the central
galaxy (e.g., Gitti et al. 2002), by the AGN itself during so-called
“radio-mode” AGN feedback (e.g., McNamara & Nulsen 2012;
Gitti et al. 2012, for a review), or by the gas dynamics driven by
the cold fronts (e.g., ZuHone et al. 2013). The other scenario is
the hadronic one, where CRe are produced by collisions between
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cosmic-ray protons (CRp) and the thermal protons of the ICM
(e.g., Pfrommer & Enßlin 2004). Once the CRp are released
into the cluster, most likely by the central AGN, they can dif-
fuse on the scale of the observed radio emission due to their
longer radiative times (τCRp ' 1010 yr� τCRe ' 108 years, e.g.
Brunetti & Jones 2014).

The two scenarios share two common aspects: the possible
role played by the AGN as the source of relativistic particles and
the physical connection between the CRe and thermal plasma
(as background medium for the turbulence or targets for CRp
collisions). This connection would induce a spatial correlation
between the radio, IR, and X-ray, IX, surface brightness. The
importance of this correlation has been discussed in the case of
giant radio halos (e.g., Govoni et al. 2001; Brunetti et al. 2004;
Pfrommer 2008; Donnert et al. 2010; Brunetti & Jones 2014). In
re-acceleration models the IR − IX correlation is sensitive to the
way turbulence is generated in the thermal background plasma
and relativistic particles are accelerated and transported in that
turbulence. The correlation is particularly straightforward in the
case of secondary models, where the thermal plasma, which gen-
erates the X-ray emission, also provides the targets for the inelas-
tic collisions with the CRp that produce the secondary electrons
emitting in the radio band. In this latter case, a super-linear scal-
ing between radio and X-ray brightness is generally expected.

Similar considerations apply to the case of MHs, and thus
following this idea, in this work for the first time we study the
connection between IR and IX surface brightness for a sample of
MHs. Our results enable us to place constraints on the dynamics
of CR and magnetic fields in the emitting region. In particular,
we explore the case of a hadronic model assuming that CRp are
generated only by the central AGN and we show that is possible
to obtain constraints on the magnetic field in the MH and CRp
luminosity of the AGN.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we present
the sample of MHs, the Chandra data reduction, and we intro-
duce a new tool to evaluate the IR − IX connection. The results
are presented in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we present a pure hadronic
model, based on the diffusion of CRp from a central source,
and we derive the physical conditions that allow the model to
reproduce the observed radio emission for a sub-sample of MHs
in the pure hadronic framework. The results are discussed and
summarized in Sect. 5. In Appendix A we report a brief, mor-
phological description of each cluster analyzed in this work,
whereas the radio and X-ray maps that we used are presented
in Appendix B, and the role of central sources is briefly dis-
cussed in Appendix C. In Appendix D we present our consid-
erations on the diffusion coefficient that we adopted in Sect. 4.
We adopted ΛCDM cosmology, with H0 = 73 km s−1 Mpc−1,
Ωm = 1 −ΩΛ = 0.27.

2. Data analysis

Radio and X-ray correlations can be studied through the point-
to-point connection between radio and X-ray surface brightness.
For giant radio halos, these studies generally found a sub-linear
scaling between the two quantities, as IR ∝ Ik

X, with k ≤ 1
(Govoni et al. 2001; Feretti et al. 2001; Giacintucci et al. 2005;
Vacca et al. 2010; Hoang et al. 2019). Here we extend the analy-
sis of the IR − IX connection to the case of radio MHs. Exploring
these correlations potentially provides important information on
the origin of these sources and their connection with the central
AGN. However, these studies are difficult for MHs because of
their limited extent, which may affect the spatial sampling, and
the presence of bright radio galaxies at their center, which may

contaminate the diffuse emission. For these reasons, we selected
a sample of targets with deep and well-resolved radio images in
the literature. Our sample consists of seven MHs (Table 1). We
then produced the X-ray images of each cluster from archival
Chandra observations. We report in Appendix A a brief, mor-
phological description of the clusters of our sample.

2.1. Data preparation

The radio images used in this paper have been presented in
previous works (see list of references in Table 2). The images
were obtained from high-sensitivity, pointed radio observations
with the Very Large Array (VLA) at 1.4 and 5.5 GHz and the
Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT) at 0.3 and 0.6 GHz.
To enhance the diffuse emission, a weighting scheme close to
natural weighting was typically adopted during the data imag-
ing. Higher resolution images, showing the smaller scale emis-
sion associated with the central galaxy, are also presented in
the previous works. All observations used to produce our MH
images have a good sampling of the uv plane at short antenna
spacings, which ensures the detection of large-scale emission
(above the image sensitivity) on scales significantly larger than
the measured extent of the MH (for details see Giacintucci et al.
2017, Table 10 and Fig. 12). Furthermore, the MH sizes do
not appear to correlate with the signal-to-noise ratio of the
radio images (Giacintucci et al. 2017, Appendix B), thus ensur-
ing that the measured extent is not biased by the image sensi-
tivity. Besides a good uv coverage at short spacings, the obser-
vations also have a sufficiently high resolution to disentangle
the central radio galaxy from the surrounding diffuse emission.
Nevertheless, to avoid any possible contamination of the radio
galaxy emission into the diffuse MH, we masked the central
region of each MH using an appropriate mask with a size larger
than the radio beam. We report the mask of each cluster in
Appendix B, whereas in Appendix C we briefly discuss the com-
parison between masked and source-subtracted images and we
show that the two approaches are equivalent for the purpose of
the study of the IR − IX spatial correlation.

Concerning the X-ray images, we retrieved the Chandra
observations of the clusters from the archive1 to produce the
X-ray images and to derive the physical quantities of the ther-
mal ICM. When it was possible, we collected multiple observa-
tions to improve the sensitivity of our analysis. The datasets were
reprocessed with CIAO v.4.9 and corrected for known time-
dependent gain and charge transfer inefficiency problems follow-
ing techniques similar to those described in the Chandra analysis
threads2. To filter out strong background flares, we also applied
screening of the event files. We used CALDB v.4.7.8 blank-
sky background files normalized to the count rate of the source
image in the 9–12 keV band to produce the appropriate back-
ground image for each observation. We produced the exposure-
corrected, background-subtracted brightness maps in the energy
range 0.5–2.0 keV. We used this energy band because it is where
the thermal ICM emission and Chandra sensitivity are at their
maximum, thus it assures an optimal count statistic for the anal-
ysis using our data. We checked for the presence of X-ray point
sources embedded in the cluster emission and, if we found any,
we masked them.We report the details of the radio images and
archival X-ray observations in Table 2, while the X-ray images
with the radio contours are presented in Appendix B.

1 http://cxc.harvard.edu/cda/
2 http://cxc.harvard.edu/ciao/threads/index.html
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Table 1. Physical properties of the clusters analyzed in this work.

Cluster name RAJ2000 DecJ2000 z M500
(†) R500

(†) RMH
(‡) LX,R500

[h, m, s] [deg, ′, ′′] [1014 M�] [Mpc] [kpc] [1044 erg s−1]

2A0335+096 03 38 44.4 +09 56 34 0.035 2.3+0.2
−0.3 0.92 70 4.4 ± 0.5

RBS 797 09 47 00.2 +76 23 44 0.345 6.3+0.6
−0.7 1.16 120 41.9 ± 5.4

Abell 3444 10 23 54.8 −27 17 09 0.254 7.6+0.5
−0.6 1.27 120 28.3 ± 4.0

MS 1455.0+2232 14 57 15.1 +22 20 34 0.258 3.5+0.4
−0.4 0.98 120 21.1 ± 2.2

RXC J1504.1−0248 15 04 05.4 −02 47 54 0.215 7.0+0.6
−0.6 0.98 140 68.4 ± 7.0

RX J1532.9+3021 15 32 53.8 +30 20 58 0.345 4.7+0.6
−0.6 1.04 100 41.6 ± 4.5

RX J1720.1+2637 17 20 12.6 +26 37 23 0.164 6.3+0.4
−0.4 1.24 140 17.2 ± 1.7

Notes. (†) Radius and total mass at a mean over-density of 500 with respect to the cosmological critical density at redshift z. (‡) Average radius of the
diffuse emission defined as RMH =

√
Rmax × Rmin where Rmax and Rmin are the maximum and minimum radius as derived from the 3σ iso-contour

emission. Bolometric X-ray luminosity measured within R500. The values are taken from Giacintucci et al. (2017) and references therein.

Table 2. Archival radio and X-ray observations used in this work.

Radio X-ray
Cluster name Reference Frequency Beam RMS Chandra Obs ID Total exposure time

[GHz] [arcsec×arcsec] [µJy beam−1] [ks]

2A0335+096 1 1.4
5.5

23.0 × 22.0
18.5 × 16.0

56
16 919, 7939, 9792 106

RBS 797 2 1.4 3.0×3.0 10 7902 40

Abell 3444 1 0.6
1.4

8.0 × 8.0
8.0 × 8.0

58
35 9400 37

MS 1455.0+2232 3 0.6 6.0×5.0 50 4192 92
RXC J1504.1−0248 4 0.3 11.3×10.4 75 17197, 17669, 17670 109
RX J1532.9+3021 5 1.4 3.4×2.9 15 14009 88
RX J1720.1+2637 6 0.6 7.8×6.1 30 3224, 4361 50

References. (1) Giacintucci et al. (2019) (2) Doria et al. (2012), Gitti et al. (2013) (3) Mazzotta & Giacintucci (2008) (4) Giacintucci et al. (2011)
(5) Giacintucci et al. (2014b) (6) Giacintucci et al. (2014a).

2.2. Monte Carlo point-to-point analysis

Govoni et al. (2001) performed a point-to-point analysis of the
radio and X-ray emission for a sample of clusters. In their
work they adopted a single grid of cells to sample the diffuse
radio emission. Here we extend the single-mesh point-to-point
(SMptp) analysis introduced in Govoni et al. (2001). The case
of MHs is more complex than that of giant, well-resolved, radio
halos, because of the small number of independent beams sam-
pling the surface brightness. Furthermore, the sampling scale
that allows the maximum number of cells is the angular resolu-
tion of the image itself. However, using grids with cells as large
as the beam of the image could generate biases in the analysis of
the spatial correlations, because contiguous cells are not statis-
tically independent. For these reasons, we carried out a Monte
Carlo point-to-point (MCptp) analysis. We performed several
cycles of SMptp analysis with a randomly generated mesh tai-
lored to the diffuse radio emission for each one. Each cycle pro-
duced a different estimate of the k index (kSM) that we combined
to obtain a more reliable estimate of the real scaling.
We have developed the MCptp analysis as follow:
1. Each cycle begins with the generation of the sampling mesh

(Fig. 1, top panel). The grid is generated starting from a ran-
dom point close to the center of the MH within a radius of
∼1/4 the radius of the MH. The size of the cells of the grid
matches the resolution of the radio image to maximize the
number of sampling points. The grid starts as a rectangle

covering the whole MH, then its final shape is tailored by
a given lower threshold on the radio surface brightness level
and a mask provided by the user. The mask is produced by
identifying the regions that are meant to be excluded from
the analysis of the diffuse emission (emission related to the
central galaxy or field sources). The IR is obtained from the
total flux measured in every cell and, then, all those cells that
cover a region of the sky previously masked or with an IR
below the threshold are rejected;

2. IR and IX are measured in the cells of the final sampling grid
obtained in step 1. When several Chandra observations of
the same cluster are involved, we compute the total IX of a
cell as

IX =

∑
Ncnt,i −

∑
Nbkg,i∑

qexp,i

1
Ωc

=

∑
S X,i · qexp,i∑

qexp,i

1
Ωc
, (1)

where

S X,i =
Ncnt,i − Nbkg,i

qexp,i
(2)

is the flux measured for the ith Chandra observation, Ωc is the
angular area of the cell in units of arcsec2 , and Ncnt,i, Nbkg,i (in
units of counts), and qexp,i (in units of counts cm2 s photons−1)
are, respectively, the values measured on the counts, the back-
ground, and the exposure map of the ith Chandra observa-
tion. We also compute the associated error on each measure.
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Fig. 1. Top: Chandra image of the RBS 797 cluster with the contours at the −3, 3, 24, 96σ levels of the radio emission at 1.4 GHz (Doria et al.
2012). The resolution of the radio maps is 3′′ × 3′′ and 1σ = 10 µJy beam−1. Shown in green is the final mesh that samples the emission above
the 3σ level with cells of 4′′ × 4′′ size. The central cavities and the external sources were masked (gray) and, therefore they were excluded from
the sampling. Bottom-left: IR vs. IX plot where each point corresponds to a cell of the sampling mesh. The red and green lines are, respectively,
the best-fit power law estimated for (IR | IX) and (IX | IR). The blue line is their bisector power law. The value of kSM is reported in the legend.
Bottom-right: histogram of the distribution of values of kSM produced by the Monte Carlo point-to-point analysis with 1000 cycles. The best
estimate of k is reported in the legend with the associated 1σ error.

For the IR, we obtain the value of the uncertainties as the root
mean square of the contribution from the noise of the map
and the calibration error. We assume a calibration error of 5%
of the amplitude, which is a value acceptable for both VLA
and GMRT observations (e.g., Chandra et al. 2004). On the
other hand, we derive the associated errors on S X,i by assum-
ing a Poisson error for Ncnt,i and Nbkg,i and computing the error
propagation of Eq. (1). The cells measuring upper limits for
IR or IX are excluded from the following steps;

3. We estimate the value of kSM with the BCES (Bivariate
Correlated Errors and intrinsic Scatter) estimator proposed
by Akritas & Bershady (1996). We adopted this tool over

the ordinary least squares estimator adopted in Govoni et al.
(2001) because it takes into account the possible intrinsic
scatter of the data with respect to the power-law fit and the
errors associated to each measure. BCES estimates both the
(IR | IX) and (IX | IR) slopes and then it estimates kSM, with
the associated error σSM, as an index of the bisector slope
between them (Fig. 1, bottom-left panel).

4. At the end of each cycle, we bootstrap a value of k from a
normal distribution centered at kSM with a dispersion equal
to σSM. This procedure enables us to transpose the error of
the fit in the following step;
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Table 3. Results of the MCptp analysis.

Cluster name k

2A035+096 [1.4 GHz] 1.33 ± 0.23
2A035+096 [5.5 GHz] 1.01 ± 0.15
RBS 797 1.27 ± 0.12
Abell 3444 [0.6 GHz] 1.29 ± 0.14
Abell 3444 [1.4 GHz] 1.23 ± 0.14
MS 1455.0+2232 1.00 ± 0.12
RXC J1504.1−0248 2.09 ± 0.33
RX J1532.9+3021 1.12 ± 0.17
RX J1720.1+2637 1.73 ± 0.14

5. Finally, the result of the MCptp analysis, k, is

k = kSM ± σkSM , (3)

where kSM and σkSM are the mean and the standard deviation
of the distribution of bootstrapped k obtained at the end of
each cycle (Fig. 1, bottom-right panel).

We developed a Python script to perform the steps of the MCptp
analysis. The code handles the radio and X-ray maps through the
National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) radio analysis
package CASA (Common Astronomy Software Applications).
The results presented here were obtained by using CASA v4.7.

3. Results

We performed the MCptp analysis with 1000 cycles on each MH
of the sample. For each cluster, we set the size of the cells to
match the resolution of the radio map and we set the IR minimum
threshold for the brightness measured in each cell (flux/cell area)
to 3σ. We excluded the region of the radio-filled cavities from
the analysis for 2A0335+096, RBS 797 and RX J1532.9+3021.
In Appendix B we report an example of a random SMptp anal-
ysis for each cluster (with the exception of RBS 797, which is
shown in Fig. 1).

We found clear evidence of a spatial correlation between
radio and X-ray emission. To further corroborate this result, we
ran the Spearman test for each cluster, finding statistical depen-
dence ρs > 0.6 and two-sided significance levels of deviation
from zero Pc < 2 · 10−2. We also tested if the sampling size
may affect the results of the MCptp. We tried to vary the size of
the cells from the 1× beam size to 1.5× beam size, finding that
the increment of the cell size does not produce significant differ-
ences in the results. We limit our analysis to the band 0.5–2 keV
(Sect. 2.1). We could not test the presence of the correlation at
higher energies because the low count statistics limit the quality
of the brightness maps.

For the whole sample we estimate k ≥ 1 and for the two
cases with radio observations at two frequencies we do not find a
significant variation of k with frequency (Table 3). This is differ-
ent from the sub-linear or linear scalings that are reported in the
literature for giant radio halos (Govoni et al. 2001; Feretti et al.
2001; Giacintucci et al. 2005; Vacca et al. 2010; Hoang et al.
2019; Xie et al. 2020)3.

3 The only exception is 1RXS J0603.3+4214 (Rajpurohit et al. 2018).
This difference may suggest an intrinsic difference in the origin and
dynamics of the CRs in MHs and giant radio halos, although a
re-analysis of the case of giant radio halos adopting our procedure is
required for a more quantitative statement.

4. Implications for hadronic models

The study of radio and X-ray brightness distribution provides
important information on the origin of diffuse radio sources and
on the model parameters (e.g., Govoni et al. 2001; Brunetti et al.
2004; Pfrommer 2008; Brunetti & Jones 2014). In this paper we
focus on the hadronic model. The super-linear scaling between
IR and IX for MHs suggests that the number density of emit-
ting electrons rapidly declines from the center to the external
regions. One possibility is that CRp propagate from the central
AGN and generate secondary particles, from inelastic collisions
with thermal protons in the ICM, which emit the observed radio
emission. As we will show in the following, in this scenario the
observed radio and X-ray spatial correlation can constrain the
model parameters, including the CRp luminosity of the AGN and
the magnetic fields in the MH volume. We note, however, that
steep IR profiles can also be explained by pure leptonic models
(e.g., Gitti et al. 2002, for the MH in the Perseus cluster).

4.1. Model

In the context of a pure hadronic scenario, we assume the central
AGN as the primary source of CRp, which are injected with a
rate of

Q(p) = Q0 p−δ, (4)

where p is the proton momentum for which we assumed a
power-law distribution in momentum as typically assumed for
CR sources in the ICM (Brunetti & Jones 2014, for a theoretical
discussion). We assume a diffusive propagation of CR on scales
much larger than the coherent scale of the magnetic field in the
ICM, (�10 kpc, e.g., Brunetti & Jones 2014). In this case, the
time required for a particle to diffuse up to the observed MH
radius, RMH, is τ = R2

MH/4D0, where D0 is the spatial diffusion
coefficient. In this work we assumed a diffusion coefficient D0
that does not depend on CRp energy. The resulting spectrum of
CRp as a function of momentum, distance, and time is

Np(p, r, t) =
1

2π3/2r
Q(p)
D0

∫ ∞

r/rmax

e−y
2
dy, (5)

where r is the distance from the source and rmax =
√

4D0t
is the distance reached by CRp in an interval of time t (e.g.,
Blasi & Colafrancesco 1999). In this paper we assume the sim-
plified case where stationary conditions for CRp distribution are
established. These conditions are generated by the interplay of
diffusion and injection from the central AGN and are valid under
the following assumptions:

– CRp diffuse on a MH scale on a timescale that is consid-
erably smaller than the timescale of the energy losses of
CRp with energy ∼100 GeV (∼1010 yr, e.g., Brunetti & Jones
2014); this condition selects a minimum value of the spatial
diffusion coefficient (see Appendix D for details);

– The CRp injection rate from the AGN, LCRp, is fairly con-
stant when averaged and sampled on a sufficiently long
timescale (smaller than the diffusion time) of about 100 Myr
or longer. We note that this also includes the possibility of an
AGN duty-cycle, provided that its timescale is considerably
smaller than the diffusion time.

Assuming stationary conditions, Eq. (5) gives the stationary
solution

Np(p, r) =
1

4πr
Q(p)
D0

. (6)
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While they are diffusing over the cluster volume, CRp with
kinetic energy above 300 MeV (e.g., Brunetti et al. 2017) inter-
act with the ICM thermal protons in the cool core, for which we
assumed a β-model distribution

nth(r) = n0

1 +

(
r
rc

)2−
3
2 β

, (7)

where n0 is the central proton density, rc is the core radius, and β
describes the ratio between thermal and gravitational energy of
the plasma (e.g., Cavaliere & Fusco-Femiano 1976). As a result
of these interactions, secondary particles, that is, π0, positrons,
and electrons, are continuously injected into the cluster volume
(e.g., Blasi & Colafrancesco 1999; Pfrommer & Enßlin 2004;
Brunetti & Blasi 2005).

We follow the procedures in Brunetti et al. (2017, Sect. 3.4)
to calculate the injection spectrum of secondary electrons and
positrons, Q±e (p, t), and calculate the spectrum of electrons and
positrons, N±e (p, t), assuming the stationary conditions

N±e (p, t) =
1∑

rad,i

∣∣∣∣ dp
dt

∣∣∣∣
∫

p
Q±e (p, t)pdt, (8)

where |dp/dt|rad,i are the radiative and Coulomb losses, and

Q±e (p, t) =
8β′µm2

πnthc2

m2
π − m2

µ

∫
Emin

∫
p∗

dEπdp
Eπβ̄µ

βpNp(p, t)

×
dσ±,0

dE

(
Eπ, Ep

)
Fe (Ee, Eπ) , (9)

where Fe (Ee, Eπ) is given in Brunetti & Blasi (2005) (Eqs. (36)

and (37)), β̄µ =

√
1 − m2

µ/Ē2
µ, Ēµ = 1/2Eπ(m2

π − m2
µ)/(β′µm2

π),

β′µ = 0.2714, and dσ±,0/dE is the differential inclusive cross-
section for the production of charged and neutral pions (we
assume the cross-section in Brunetti et al. 2017). The secondary
CRe injected into the ICM magnetic field, B(r), can generate, in
turn, synchrotron radio emission with an emissivity

jR(ν, r) =
√

3
e3

mec2

∫ π/2

0
sin2θdθ

∫
N±e (p)F

(
ν

νc

)
dp

∝ Np(p, r)nth(r)
B(r)1+α

B(r)2 + B2
CMB

ν−α

∝
1

4πr
Q(p)
D0

nth(r)
B(r)1+α

B(r)2 + B2
CMB

ν−α, (10)

where F
(
ν
νc

)
is the synchrotron kernel (e.g.,

Rybicki & Lightman 1979), BCMB = 3.25(1 + z)2 µG is
the cosmic microwave background (CMB) equivalent magnetic
field and the spectral index is α ' δ/2 (Brunetti et al. 2017, and
references therein). We assumed that the ICM magnetic field
radial profile scaled with the gas density profile, nth(r), as

B(r) = B0

[
nth(r)

n0

]η
, (11)

where η is the parameter that describes the scaling and n0 is the
central gas density (Eq. (7)).

We follow the procedures in Brunetti et al. (2017) to calcu-
late the injection spectrum of neutral pions:

Q0
π(Eπ, t) = nthc

∫
p∗

dpNp(p, t)βp
dσ±,0

dE
(Ep, Eπ). (12)

Then the γ-ray emissivity produced by the π0 decay is

jγ(r) = 2
∫ Emax

Emin

Q0
π(Eπ, t)√

E2
π − mπ

2c4
dEπ

∝ Np(p, r)nth(r)

∝
1

4πr
Q(p)
D0

nth(r), (13)

which produces a large-scale γ-ray halo surrounding the AGN.
Finally, due to the spherical symmetry of our model, radio and
γ-ray emissivities can be straightforwardly converted into a sur-
face brightness profile with the Abel transformation

IR,γ(b) =
1

2π

∫ +∞

b

r jR,γ(r)
√

r2 − b2
dr, (14)

where IR,γ(b) is the surface brightness at the projected distance
b obtained by integrating the emissivity jR,γ(r) along the line
of sight. In this pure, hadronic framework, from the ratio of
Eqs. (10) and (13) we can derive a relation between radio and
γ-ray emission as

Lγ
LR
' A(α)

〈
B2 + B2

CMB

Bα+1

〉
, (15)

where A(α) is function of the spectral index and the quanti-
ties are averaged in the emitting volume. Equation (15) shows
that for a source with an observed LR, which is assumed to be
generated only by secondary electrons, a larger (smaller) γ-ray
luminosity is predicted for weaker (stronger) magnetic fields.
This is simply because for weaker (stronger) magnetic fields
a larger (smaller) number of secondary electrons is necessary
to explain the observed radio luminosity, which also implies a
larger (smaller) number of CR that generate the neutral pions
and the γ-rays.

4.2. Application to a sample of MHs

The model presented in Sect. 4.1 is based on spherical sym-
metry. For this reason we select only the most roundish MHs
of our sample, namely RBS 797, RXC J1504.1−0248, RX
J1532.9+3021, and Abell 3444, for which we could extend
our assumption of spherical symmetry. Specifically, our model
depends on a set of physical parameters:

– CRp injection spectrum;
– Number density of thermal targets;
– ICM magnetic field;
– AGN CRp luminosity.

In the hadronic framework the spectrum of CRp can be con-
strained from the radio spectrum of MHs as δ ' α/2. We infer
the parameters that describe the distribution of thermal plasma
inside the MHs (n0, β and rc, see Table 4) from the observed IX
profile as (e.g., Sarazin 1986)

Ix(r) =
√
πn2

0rcΛ(T )
Γ(3β − 0.5)

Γ(3β)

1 +

(
r
rc

)2
1
2−3β

, (16)

where Λ(T ) is the cooling function that describes the emissiv-
ity of a plasma with a temperature T that we measured from
the X-ray spectra (Sutherland & Dopita 1993). The remaining
model parameters to constrain are, thus, the AGN CRp lumi-
nosity and the magnetic field in the ICM. In the following we
describe in detail the steps of our analysis. We report the results
of this analysis in Table 5.
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Table 4. Parameters of the nth profile estimated within RMH.

Cluster name n0 rc β
[10−3 cm−3] [kpc]

RBS 797 21.0 26.9 0.6
Abell 3444 14.5 24.1 0.5
RXC J1504.1−0248 15.9 22.2 0.5
RX J1532.9+3021 21.9 23.0 0.6

Notes. From left to right: cluster name; central proton density; core
radius; β index (Eq. (7)).

4.2.1. ICM magnetic field implied by the IR − IX correlation

In the case of spherical symmetry, the radial profile of the ratio
IR/IX depends on the magnetic field model (Eqs. (10), (11), (14),
and (15)). Specifically, the values of the index k in Sect. 3 con-
strain a range of values for the couples B0−η. Therefore, for each
cluster, we calculated numerically the IR within the MH radius
(Table 1) by testing a wide range of combinations B0 − η, then
we compared them with the observed IX to estimate the corre-
sponding k-index. In Fig. 2 we report the numerical estimates
compared with the observed k for each cluster. For RBS 797 the
spectral index of the diffuse emission was not measured unam-
biguously (Doria et al. 2012), therefore we tested two extreme
possibilities, α = 1.1 (δ = 2.2) and α = 1.5 (δ = 3.0).

We found that for a given value of k, larger values of B0 are
obtained for larger values of η. As a reference value, we assumed
η = 0.5, which is the case where magnetic field energy scales
linearly with thermal energy for isothermal ICM. Under this
assumption, we constrain central values of the magnetic field of
11.8± 4.8 and 18.5± 5.5 µG for RBS 797 assuming α=1.1 and
α = 1.5, 18.8± 5.5 µG for Abell 3444, and we derive a lower
limit of 14.5 µG for RX J1532.9+3021 (see Figs. B.1 and B.2).

A value of η = 0.5 is inconsistent with the case of RXC
J1504.1−0248, whose steep scaling (k ' 2) is reproduced only
by a peaked spatial distribution of the magnetic field (0.6 <
η < 1.3). On the one hand, by assuming a steeper profile for
the magnetic field (η = 1), we estimate a central magnetic field
B0 = 20.0±18.5 µG. On the other hand, assuming η= 0.5 would
require a CRp density radial profile steeper than the ∝ 1/r pro-
file of the stationary solution (Eq. (6)) to produce a final IR as
peaked in the center as the observed one. This case would imply
a more complicated situation, including (1) a non-constant CRp
luminosity of the central AGN showing a significant enhance-
ment across the duty cycle, or (2) that the diffusion time that is
necessary for CRp to cover the MH scale is longer than (i) the
AGN activity timescale, and/or (ii) the energy losses of CRp.

4.2.2. AGN CRp luminosity

Once the scaling between the magnetic field and the thermal den-
sity is constrained by the observed scaling between IR and IX,
we can derive the CRp luminosity of the central AGN that is
required to substain the observed radio luminosity of MHs. The
AGN luminosity, LCRp, is

LCRp =

∫
p0.2GeV

Q0 p−δ
√

c2 p2 + m2
pc4dp, (17)

where mp is the proton mass and p0.2GeV is the momentum for
which the kinetic energy, pc, is 0.2 GeV. We note that for δ < 3
the exact choice of the minimum energy is not relevant for the
final result.

In order to obtain the value of Q0 to compute LCRp (Eq. (17))
we matched the observations with the IR profiles predicted by
our model. We estimated the synchrotron emissivity numerically
with Eq. (10) by following the formalism presented in Sect. 4.1
and by assuming the B(r) configurations that we constrained
in Sect. 4.2.1. The radio emission depends on the ratio Q0/D0
(Eq. (10)), therefore we estimated Q0, and thus LCRp, by assum-
ing a diffusion coefficient D1 Gyr

0 for which the diffusion time of
CRp in the MH is τ = R2

MH/4D0 = 1 Gyr. This implies an opti-
mistic diffusion coefficient and consequently a upper bound to
the LCRp that is required by the model. In Appendix D we dis-
cuss the consequences of different assumptions, including the
scenario of total dissipation of CRp within RMH, which entails
the lower bound for LCRp in our model. Finally we compared
them with the observed IR profiles measured in circular bins with
the same resolution of the radio maps. We report in Table 5 the
parameters adopted and the results obtained. We estimate that the
AGN LCRp required in our model to reproduce the observed radio
emission is 1044–1046 erg s−1 (see Appendix D). In Figs. 3–5 for
each cluster we report the integrated radio luminosity and the
surface brightness radial profiles, predicted and observed, at the
observed frequency.

4.3. Resulting γ-rays emission and comparison with current
and future observations

In the previous sections we used the IR−IX scaling to derive con-
straints on the model parameters. In this section we check if the
γ-ray fluxes are consistent with current observational limits. We
calculated numerically the γ-ray emission produced by the π0
decay described in Sect. 4.1 within the same physical boundaries
adopted in Sect. 4.2.2 by implementing numerically Eq. (13).
However, the approximation of thermal density adopted to repro-
duce the MH volume (Eq. (7)) could extrapolate incorrectly the
thermal density beyond RMH. Therefore, to calculate the total γ-
ray luminosity we used a double β-model to better describe the
radial decline of the thermal gas density beyond RMH.

In Table 5 we report the radius containing 85% of the γ-
ray emission and the γ-ray flux. Figures 3–5 report the inte-
grated γ-ray luminosity and surface brightness radial profiles at
1 GeV. The radio and γ-ray halos differ in terms of size, because
the jR (Eq. (10)) declines faster than jγ (Eq. (13)). Accord-
ing to our results, the γ-ray halos extend beyond the cooling
region, which contains instead almost the totality of the radio
emission. In the case of RXC J1504.1−0248, the value of B0
is poorly constrained from the analysis presented in Sect. 4.2.1
(B0=20.0± 18.5 µG). Therefore, for this cluster we compute
LCRp and the γ-ray emission assuming three values of the cen-
tral magnetic field, namely B0 =1.0, 10.0, 20.0 µG. We note that
assuming B0 > 20 µG would produce results close to the case
B0 = 20.0 µG (Eq. (15)).

Diffuse γ-ray emission from galaxy clusters has never been
firmly detected, so we tested the consistency of our model with
the observational constraints. This is shown in Fig. 6, where we
compare the expected γ-ray emission, computed with the param-
eters reported in Table 5, with the Fermi-LAT detection limit
after 15 years. In general, we find that the γ-ray fluxes predicted
for the four MHs are below the Fermi-LAT detection limit, hence
our model constrained from the IR − IX scaling does not violate
the current non-detection of diffuse γ-ray emission. The Fermi-
LAT detection limits can also be used to infer complementary
limits to the central magnetic field B0 in our model, because
in our model a fainter magnetic field will result in stronger
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Table 5. Parameters of the hadronic model.

Cluster name D1 Gyr
0 [cm2 s−1] Rγ [kpc] δ B0 [µG] η Q0/D0 L>0.2 GeV

CRp [erg s−1] S >1 Gev
γ [erg s−1 cm−2]

RBS 797 6.9 × 1029 650 2.2 11.8± 4.8 0.5 1.7 1.5 × 1044 1.3 × 10−14

3.0 18.5± 5.5 0.5 1.6 × 10−9 8.1 × 1045 2.1 × 10−14

Abell 3444 1.4 × 1030 400 2.6 18.5± 5.5 0.5 1.1 × 10−5 4.2 × 1044 7.3 × 10−15

RXC J1504.1−0248 1.5 × 1030 320 2.5 20.0± 18.5 1.0 4.4 × 10−3 4.2 × 1045 9.4 × 10−14

10.0 1.0 1.5 × 10−2 1.4 × 1046 3.3 × 10−13

1.0 1.0 2.2 2.0 × 1048 4.7 × 10−11

RX J1532.9+3021 1.1 × 1030 300 2.4 >14.5 0.5 7.1 × 10−3 <1.2 × 1045 <5.2 × 10−15

Notes. From left to right: cluster name; diffusion coefficient for which CRp reach RMH in 1 Gyr; radius in which 85% of γ-rays are emitted; index
of the CRp injection spectrum (Eq. (4)); central magnetic field (Eq. (11)); slope between the ICM magnetic field and the thermal plasma (Eq. (11));

normalization of non-thermal emissivity, in units of
[(

gcm
s

)δ
cm−2

]
(Eq. (4)); AGN CRp luminosity; γ-ray flux expected from the total emitting

region inside Rγ.

Fig. 2. Parameter spaces of k-index for the spherical MHs. The red lines locate the 1-σ confidence interval for k measured for each MH. For
RBS 797 we report the result obtained with α = 1.1. For Abell 3444 we report in red the result at 610 MHz and in green the result at 1.4 GHz.
The horizontal, dashed line points out the level η = 0.5 that reproduces the equilibrium between thermal and non-thermal energy. For RXC
J1504.1−0248 we report the η = 1 level with the black dash-dotted line and the lower limit derived from the Fermi-LAT observation presented in
Dutson et al. (2013). The lower limits for B0 for the other clusters are below 1 µG and they are reported in Table 6.
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Fig. 3. Results for RBS 797 for δ= 2.2 (top) and δ= 3.0 (bottom). Left: integrated radio and γ-ray luminosity. Right: radio and γ-ray surface
brightness. We report the observed IR profile and the 3σ level of the observation (dashed red line).

γ-ray emission (Eq. (15)). For RBS 797, Abell 3444, and RX
J1532.9+3021 we used the results of the Fermi-LAT 15yr obser-
vations as constraints, whereas for RXC J1504.1−0248 we used
the limit obtained by Dutson et al. (2013) with the Fermi-LAT.
In Table 6 we report the limits inferred for the configurations
of ICM magnetic field and LCRp constrained by our results. The
Fermi-LAT detection limit provides lower limits below 1 µG for
RBS 797, Abell 3444, and RX J1532.9+3021. On the contrary,
for RXC J1504.1−0248 the lower limit is 5.9 µG, due to the
higher γ-ray emissivity predicted by our model.

5. Discussion and summary

In this work, for the first time, we have carried out a systematic
study of the spatial connection between thermal and non-thermal
ICM components in relaxed clusters. Here we summarize and
discuss our results.

5.1. New scaling relation for MHs

The most important result of our paper comes from the study
of the spatial correlation between non-thermal radio and thermal
X-ray brightness for a sample of seven MHs. We extended the
strategy based on a single grid, which has been applied to giant

radio halos, by including a Monte Carlo approach in the genera-
tion of the grid. This approach allows us to avoid the biases gen-
erated by the relatively small (∼20–30) number of independent
radio beams that cover the emission of MHs (after excluding the
regions contaminated by discrete sources). We found evidence of
a spatial correlation between IR and IX, where the radio emission
is generally more peaked than the thermal emission, thus indi-
cating that the ICM non-thermal components are more concen-
trated around the central AGN. Our result further confirms the
connection between thermal and non-thermal ICM components
in MHs, which has already been claimed by previous works
that studied the correlations between radio and X-ray luminos-
ity (Gitti et al. 2015, 2018; Bravi et al. 2016; Giacintucci et al.
2019) and the morphological connection between cold fronts
and MHs (Mazzotta & Giacintucci 2008). Furthermore, the val-
ues of k that we measure for MHs differ from the case of radio
halos reported in the literature, where a sub-linear or linear scal-
ing is generally found (Govoni et al. 2001; Feretti et al. 2001;
Giacintucci et al. 2005; Vacca et al. 2010; Hoang et al. 2019).
This may suggest an intrinsic difference in the nature of these
radio sources. The steep decline of the radio emission in MHs
also suggests that secondary particles injected at the center by
the AGN play a role, both directly or as seed particles re-
accelerated by other mechanisms.
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Fig. 4. Results for Abell 3444 at 1.4 GHz (top) and RX J1532.9+3021 (bottom). For the latter, we report reference values of LR and Lγ derived
from the upper limit of the magnetic field (Table 5). Left: integrated radio and γ-ray luminosity. Right: radio and γ-ray surface brightness. We
report the observed IR profile and the 3σ level of the observation (dashed red line).

5.2. Comparison with hadronic models

We consider a simple, reference hadronic model based on
the injection of CRp by the central AGN. The model is
a pure hadronic scenario without including the effect of
re-acceleration. Furthermore, we assume that the combination
of CRp injection and diffusion generates stationary conditions
in the ICM. We note that this simple scenario connecting
the AGN activity and the MH has already been proposed to
explain the origin of the Perseus MH (e.g., Boehringer & Morfill
1988; Pfrommer & Enßlin 2004) and, in general, to evaluate
the effect of CRp-driven streaming instability on the heat-
ing of the cool cores and the connection with the formation
of MHs (e.g., Fujita & Ohira 2013; Jacob & Pfrommer 2017;
Ehlert et al. 2018). We compare the observed scalings between
IR and IX with our simple model to infer combined constraints
on the AGN CRp luminosity and the ICM magnetic field. We
selected the four MHs of our sample with a roundish shape for
which it is possible to assume spherical symmetry in 3D. In this
case, constraints deriving from point-to-point correlations are
similar to those deriving from the azimuthally averaged bright-
ness profile. Specifically, we derive B0 in the range 10-40 µG
assuming η = 0.5, where smaller values of B0 would require
smaller values of η, and a LCRp = 1044−1046(D0/D

1 Gyr
0 ) erg s−1,

where we assumed a D1 Gyr
0 that allows the diffusion of CRp in

the MH volume in 1 Gyr. We stress that, although these results
are based on the assumption of stationary conditions, they are
obtained by sampling spatial scales of a few 100 kpc and conse-
quently they do not depend significantly on local variations. As a
consequence, we expect that only a strong violation of stationary
conditions can affect our conclusions.

The values of B0 that we found are consistent, although
slightly larger than the values reported by Carilli & Taylor
(2002) for relaxed clusters. An independent observational test
of pure hadronic models, where the AGN plays the main role in
the injection of the primary CRp, would thus result from detailed
studies of the Faraday rotation measure and depolarization of the
discrete radio sources embedded in the cluster core or in back-
ground (e.g., Bonafede et al. 2011).

5.2.1. γ-ray emission

The unavoidable consequence of a hadronic scenario is the pro-
duction of γ-rays with a luminosity that is close to the CRp lumi-
nosity of the AGN, where the γ-ray luminosity depends on the
model parameters. In Sect. 4.3 we calculated the γ-ray emission
under the assumption of the parameters reported in Table 5. The
expectations do not violate Fermi upper limits (Fig. 6). We found
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Fig. 5. Results for RXC J1504.1−0248 with B0 = 1 µG (top), B0 = 10 µG (middle), and B0 = 20 µG (bottom). Left: integrated radio and γ-ray
luminosity. Right: radio and γ-ray surface brightness. We report the observed IR profile and the 3σ level of the observation (dashed red line). We
limited the profile up to RMH to avoid possible contamination by field sources (see Fig. B.3).

that smaller B0 produce a larger γ-ray luminosity, whereas larger
D0 entail larger LCRp and fulfill the stationary conditions for the
CRp distribution in shorter timescales. The Fermi-LAT detection
limit allowed us to provide a lower limit for the central magnetic
field, which we report in Table 6. The Iγ profile is broader than
the IR profile (Figs. 3–5), although for the parameters used in
Sect. 4.2 we find that the radius where 85% of the emission is
produced is larger than the core radius of the cluster.

5.2.2. Observation tests and limitations

The size of the MH predicted by our model depends on our
assumptions on the diffusion coefficient (see Appendix D).
Large diffusion coefficients produce MHs that extend beyond
the radius measured by current observations (Figs. 3–5). Deeper
observations of the MHs of our sample will allow us to test
whether the emission can extend on larger scales or is more
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Table 6. Fermi lower limits for the central magnetic field B0.

Cluster name η B0,min
[µG]

RBS 797 0.3 0.5
′′ 0.5 0.7
Abell 3444 0.3 0.8
′′ 0.5 0.8
RXC J1504.1−0248 1.0 5.9
RX J1532.9+3021 0.3 0.5
′′ 0.5 0.8

Notes. From left to right: cluster name; magnetic field configuration
(see Eq. (11)); lowest central magnetic field B0 allowed by Fermi detec-
tion limit.

Fig. 6. Predicted γ-rays spectrum for the MHs for parameters reported
in Table 5 compared with the Fermi-LAT 15 yr detection limit.

confined, for example within the region defined by cold fronts
(Mazzotta & Giacintucci 2008). These tests will allow us to
understand whether additional mechanisms, such as turbulent re-
acceleration, are necessary to explain observations (ZuHone et al.
2013).

One of the main caveats in our analysis is the assumption of
stationary conditions. On the one hand, these are justified by the
fact that in a cooling time the CRp can diffuse on scales similar to
or larger than that of MHs. On the other hand, the duty cycles of
AGN last for 107−108 years (Morganti 2017) and, consequently,
the MHs would be powered by numerous bursts of injection
of CRp, whose diffusion scale is rmax =

√
4D0t, with t being

the look-back time for the single burst. Consequently, station-
ary conditions also imply that the phase of the interplay between
the AGN and MH is much longer than a single burst of activity
of the AGN and, thus, that the MH results from the integrated
effect of many bursts and AGN active phases. However, if the
system has recently experienced unusually powerful AGN activ-
ity (injection of CRp), the resulting spatial distribution of CRp
would be steeper than in our approximation. This would also
result from a scenario where the LCRp of the AGN active phases
decreases with look-back time. The case of RX1504 where a
very steep trend between radio and X-ray brightness is found,

might suggest that the system had very strong CRp activity in
the last 100 Myr or so.

5.3. Future prospects

The Monte Carlo point-to-point analysis and BCES fitting proce-
dure presented in this work can be extended to a larger sample of
targets, including both mini and giant radio halos, to confirm the
different behavior that we observe. Moreover, the estimates pro-
vided by our model could work as constraints for future theoreti-
cal work aimed at addressing the connection between AGN feed-
back and cooling flow quenching. Our results suggest that simple
hadronic models can still match the main observations of MHs.
Further studies are now required to address the implications of
secondary production of electrons in the presence of ICM turbu-
lence, and the implications of interplay with the leptonic models in
general in the origin of the diffuse radio emission. The incoming
Athena X-ray observatory will play a crucial role in these stud-
ies by providing an unprecedented spectral resolution. In partic-
ular, by combining radio images and Athena X-ray Integral Field
Unit (X-IFU, Barcons et al. 2017) observations in a point-to-point
analysis, we will be able to explore the spatial connection between
the energy of CRe and the ICM turbulence.

The study of radio emission in galaxy clusters will greatly
benefit from the present and new radio observatories, such as
LOFAR and SKA, that could potentially observe thousands of
new sources. Interestingly, LOFAR observations are already
showing that relaxed clusters can host diffuse, ultra-steep spec-
trum emission extending far beyond the sloshing region, sug-
gesting a more complex scenario involving “gentle” CRe re-
acceleration due to ICM turbulence on large scales (Savini et al.
2018, 2019). In this case, follow-up studies of point-to-point
brightness distribution based on our approach open up the pos-
sibility of discriminating the contribution of hadronic collisions
(pure hadronic or re-accelerated secondaries) from that of turbu-
lent re-acceleration of primary seeds, because the two regimes
should produce different scalings. By probing the steep spectrum
emission on larger scales at lower frequencies, we may expect to
observe a flattening of the radio and X-ray scaling, similar to
what is observed in giant radio halos.
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Appendix A: Cluster sample

Here we present a brief morphological description of each clus-
ter of the sample.

2A0335+096. The MH was first imaged at 1.4 GHz and
5.5 GHz by Sarazin et al. (1995). The MH morphology in our
images, obtained from the same radio data (see Giacintucci et al.
2019, for details), is consistent with the structure previously
mapped. The central radio galaxy is a core-dominated, double-
lobe source and another patch of extended emission, which is
interpreted as a fossil lobe from an older AGN outburst, is
detected at ∼25′′(∼18 kpc) from the cluster center. The MH sur-
rounds this structure extending for ∼100′′ (∼70 kpc). In the X-
ray band we observe two cavities, which coincide with the radio
lobes, and a cold front located at ∼40 kpc from the center. The
region inside the cold front shows a number of small, dense gas
blobs that may be the shred of a cooling core disturbed by either
Kelvin-Helmotz instabilities or intermittent AGN activity. All
of these properties relate to processes that may act to disrupt
or destroy any cooling flow (Mazzotta et al. 2003; Sanders et al.
2009). The cluster hosts a head-tail radio galaxy whose radio tail
is close to the MH with a projected distance of ∼90 kpc. This
suggests the possibility that the close-by passage of the galaxy
may have played a role in the injection of both CRe and turbu-
lence in the ICM;

RBS 797. This cluster shows radio emission on three dif-
ferent scales. VLA observations at 4.8 GHz at high resolutions
(∼0.4′′) revealed the presence of a pair of jets connected to the
central galaxy, oriented in the north-south direction and extended
for ∼15 kpc. On the larger scale, the radio emission observed at
1.4 GHz coincides with a striking system of cavities extending
for ∼26 kpc in the east-west direction observed by Chandra in
the X-ray band. The misalignment of the cavities with respect
to the inner jet system suggests that the central AGN had dif-
ferent cycles of activity with the jets oriented in different direc-
tions (Gitti et al. 2006). Finally, the cluster shows diffuse radio
emission with a roughly spherical morphology and a radius of
∼100 kpc (Gitti et al. 2006; Doria et al. 2012). We excluded the
region of the cavities from the analysis of the MH;

Abell 3444. The MH was reported first by Venturi et al.
(2007) and then confirmed in Giacintucci et al. (2019). The
BCG at the center of the low-entropy cool core does not show
jets (Giacintucci et al., in prep.). The morphology of the radio
emission seems orthogonal to the X-ray emission, with the IR
decreasing rapidly eastward;

MS 1455.0+2232. The MH is composed of a central region
and a tail located at the southeast. The northern part of the
MH is delimited by a cold front. The cluster, along with RX
J1720.1+2637, has been reported by Mazzotta & Giacintucci
(2008) as a first evidence of the connection between cold fronts
and MHs;

RXC J1504.1−0248. This cluster is characterized by an
extreme X-ray luminosity (Lbol = 4.3 × 1045 h−1

70 erg s−1), of
which more the 70% is radiated inside the cool core region.

The exceptional X-ray luminosity suggests that we are
observing AGN-ICM interactions taking place in extreme condi-
tions. The MH surrounds the BCG, extending for ∼140 kpc, and
it has a spectral index of α = 1.2. The cluster also shows a pair of
cold fronts located inside the radio emitting region that highlight
the presence of ongoing sloshing processes (Giacintucci et al.
2011);

RX J1532.9+3021. The Chandra observation shows a pair
of cavities associated with the BCG and a cold front located
at ∼65 kpc from the center, partially associated with one of
the cavities (Hlavacek-Larrondo et al. 2013). The MH appears
more extended toward the northeast, with a radius of ∼180 kpc,
following the morphology of the X-ray surface brightness.
Giacintucci et al. (2014b) estimated the total spectral index of
the diffuse radio emission α = 1.2 by combining observations at
325 MHz, 610 MHz, 1.4 GHz, and 4.9 GHz;

RX J1720.1+2637. This cluster was the first relaxed sys-
tem in which sloshing cold fronts were revealed by Chandra
(Mazzotta et al. 2001) as well as one of the first two clus-
ters in which a connection between MH and cold fronts was
reported (Mazzotta & Giacintucci 2008). The MH consists of
a bright central region that contains most of its flux density,
and a fainter, arc-shaped tail elongated for ∼230 kpc, and it is
delimited by the cold front. Giacintucci et al. (2014a) combined
several radio observations spanning from 0.317 to 8.44 GHz to
obtain a detailed spectral index map of the MH. They observed
that the spectral index varies within the MH. The central region
shows α '1, whereas the tail shows α '2–2.5. ZuHone et al.
(2015) demonstrated via numerical simulations that the CRe
in the tail could be efficiently re-accelerated by the turbulence
injected at the edge of the cold front.

Appendix B: Sampling of the diffuse radio
emission

For each cluster of the sample, we report here the contours of
the radio emission and the mask used for the analysis overlapped
on the X-ray image. We also present a random mesh generated
during the MCptp analysis, the corresponding SMptp analysis,
and the distribution of k produced by the MCptp analysis. The
resolution and the noise of each map are reported in Table 2. For
each object we report:

Left. X-ray surface brightness map smoothed with a 1.5′′
gaussian, with the contours of the radio map at the −3, 3, 24,
96σ levels (white), the mask used in the analysis (gray), and a
random sampling mash (green). The cell size matches the angu-
lar resolution of the radio image;

Center. IR versus IX obtained from the presented mesh. The
red, green, and blue lines are, respectively, the best-fit slopes
obtained with the BCES for (IX | IR), (IR | IX), and the bisec-
tor. The estimated value of kSM is reported in the label;

Right. Distribution of indexes k produced after 1000 itera-
tions of MCptp analysis.
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Fig. B.1. RXJ1720.1+2637.
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Fig. B.2. MS 1455.0+2232.
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Fig. B.3. RXC J1504.1−0248.
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Fig. B.4. RX J1532.9+3021.
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Fig. B.5. Abell 3444 at 610 MHz (top) and 1.4 GHz (bottom).
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Fig. B.6. 2A03335+096 at 1.4 GHz (top) and 5.5 GHz (bottom).
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Appendix C: Considerations on the role of the
central source in SMptp analysis

Fig. C.1. Top: RX J1532.9+3021, before (left) and after the subtractions (center). The contours are at 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64× 22 µJy beam−1. The
plot (right) is the result of the SMptp analysis performed on the subtracted image with the same grid presented in B.3. Bottom: RXC J1504.1−0248,
before (left) and after the subtractions (center). The contours are at 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64× 0.9 mJy beam−1. The plot (right) is the result of the
SMptp analysis performed on the subtracted image with the same grid presented in Fig. B.3.

In order to test that the adopted masking is sufficient to con-
tain the contamination of the central radio source in our anal-
ysis, we present here a comparison of the SMptp analysis for
two of our objects after the subtraction of the central source,
namely clusters RX J1532.9+3021 and RXC J1504.1−0248. We
selected RXC J1504.1−0248 because it hosts the most luminous
radio sources of our sample, therefore it should be the most sen-
sitive to possible contaminations. In the two observations, the
central sources were first imaged by selecting only baselines
longer than, respectively, 10 and 15 kλ. The clean components
were then subtracted from the uv-data to obtain images of the
diffuse emission alone. In Fig. C.1 we present the images before
and after the subtraction with the same color-scale and surface
brightness levels and the same resolution reported in Table 2,
and the corresponding SMptp analysis performed on the sub-
tracted images by using the same grids presented in Appendix B
(Figs. B.4 and B.3). We found that, for each cluster, the two esti-
mates of k obtained with the two different approaches are con-
sistent within the errors and, thus, that for the aims of this work
the central source can be masked instead of subtracted.

Appendix D: Considerations on the diffusion
coefficient D0

In our model the luminosity of the radio emission depends on
the value of the ratio Q0/D0, and thus also on assuming that
the value of D0 has consequences on the estimate of CRp injec-

Table D.1. Diffusion coefficients.

Cluster name D1 Gyr
0 Dmin

0 tmax
[1029 cm2 s−1] [1029 cm2 s−1] [Gyr]

RBS 797 6.9 1.1 6.4
Abell 3444 13.8 1.1 12.3
RXC J1504.1−0248 15.0 1.3 11.4
RX J1532.9+3021 10.5 0.9 12.1

Notes. From left to right: cluster name; diffusion coefficient that allows
the diffusion of CRp within RMH in 1 Gyr; diffusion coefficent that
assures the complete dissipation of CRp within RMH; time required to
dissipate all the injected CRp within RMH by adopting Dmin

0 .

tion amplitude, Q0, and, ultimately, on the AGN CRp luminos-
ity necessary to reproduce the observed radio emission. Specif-
ically, higher values of D0 result in a higher Q0 and LCRp. We
assumed that CRp can diffuse on the MH scale on timescales
that are shorter than the CRp cooling time. This cooling time
is dominated by CRp-p collisions and is on the order of several
gigayears (Brunetti & Jones 2014). More quantitatively, the con-
dition is that the optical depth due to CRp-thermal proton colli-
sion calculated on a MH scale is τ ' σppnthL, where σpp = 32
mBarn is the cross-section of the collision and L is the spatial
scale. As the CRp diffuse in the ICM, they move within differ-
ent thermal densities, which contribute to the total optical depth
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as dτ = σppnth(r(t))cdt, where r(t) =
√

4D0t. Therefore, the
time tmax required to dissipate all the injected CRp in the ther-
mal plasma within RMH can be derived by imposing that the total
optical depth is

τ = cσppn0

∫ tmax

0

1 +

(
RMH

rc

√
t

tmax

)2−
3
2 β

dt = 1, (D.1)

where n0, rc, and β are the parameters that describe the β-model
for each cluster. For a given tmax, the associated diffusion coeffi-
cient is Dmin

0 = R2
MH/4tmax. In Table D.1 we report the diffusion

coefficients that we estimated for each MH.
This gives a lower limit to the CRp luminosity and an upper

limit to the timescale for diffusion, which is shown to be longer

than the timescale of cosmological cluster evolution. Assuming
a larger value of the diffusion coefficient allows the diffusion of
CRp on the MH scale on shorter timescales, thus establishing the
stationary CRp distribution faster, and entails that a higher LCRp
is required to reproduce the observed radio emission. Therefore,
as a reference value, we assumed a coefficient that allows the
diffusion of CRp over the MH radius in 1 Gyr (D Gyr

0 ), which
we report in Tables D.1 and 5 with the corresponding LCRp. We
note that adopting Dmin

0 , instead of D1 Gyr
0 , results in values of

LCRp that are a factor of Dmin
0 /D1 Gyr

0 ' 0.1 lower that the values
that we report. The γ-ray luminosity does not change, because it
depends, instead, on the ratio Q0/D0, which is constrained by the
observed radio luminosity (Figs. B.5 and B.6).
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